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In this letter, we describe a noninvasive methodology for manipulating single Mb-size
whole-genome DNA molecules. Cells were subjected to osmotic shock and the genome DNA
released from the burst cells was transferred to a region of higher salt concentration using optical
tweezers. The transferred genome DNA exhibits a conformational transition from a compact state
into an elongated state, accompanied by the change in its environment. The applicability of optical
tweezers to the on-site manipulation of giant genome DNA is suggested, i.e., lab-on-a-plate. © 2004
American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1825064]
Over the past decade, great advances have been made in
our understanding of the base-sequence in genomic DNA,
including the human genome.1 The full length of genomic
DNA is rather large; on the order of millimeters to centime-
ters. The separation and characterization of giant genomic
DNA is still a matter in which tremendous labor is necessary.
Giant DNA molecules are fragile to physical treatment such
as pipetting and usually analyzed after fragmentation into
small pieces by use of restriction enzyme. After the proce-
dure of the fragmentation, information on the physical dis-
tance between different genes is completely lost. Invention
of a nondestructive method on giant DNA is awaited for the
further development of biological science. Here, we will
show that optical tweezers2 are applicable for the nonde-
structive, on-site handling of individual Mb-sized genomic
DNA, using Thermococcus kodakaraensis (KOD1).3 KOD1
has a single 2 088 737-bp DNA s,700 mmd as the whole
genome in the cell body,4 and is an interesting organism
because it can maintain its life with such a minute amount of
DNA. The genome DNA is highly folded and exists in the
cell by forming a complex with cationic histone-like
proteins.5 High salt conditions lead to the dissociation of
nucleoproteins from DNA and consequently change the
higher-order structure of DNA.6–8 Using this characteristic,
we tried to recover an intact single whole-genome DNA and
change its higher order structure by controlling the surround-
ing buffer conditions under a microscope by means of optical
tweezers. All of these procedures were successfully per-
formed in a small confined space, i.e., within a sandwich of
cover slips.
KOD1 cells were cultivated under strictly anaerobic con-
ditions at 85 °C in a rich growth medium (ASW-YT me-
dium). ASW-YT medium was composed of a 1.25-fold dilu-
tion of artificial seawater9 (ASW), yeast extract s5.0 g/ ld,
and elemental sulfur s2 g/ ld spH 6.6d. The cell suspension
was then diluted 6-fold with distilled water and the fluores-
cent dye 48 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was added
to visualize DNA and 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) was added
as an antioxidant. The final concentration of each component
was 0.133 ASW-YT, 0.5 mM DAPI, and 4% sv/vd 2-ME.
For the optical trapping, a CW Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm,
Spectra Physics) operating between 180 and 1800 mW was
introduced into a 1003 oil-immersed objective and focused
on the stage of an inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon,
TE-300). An auto-stage (Sigma Koki) was used to control
the movement of a trapped object under the microscope.
Fluorescence images were captured by a high sensitivity
video camera (AP-Imager, Hamamatsu Photonics) and re-
corded on DV-video tapes. These experiments were con-
ducted at a room temperature of ,22 °C.
Figure 1(a) shows an image of a KOD1 cell obtained by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as in a previous
work.10 The KOD1 cell measures ,1 mm in diameter. When
a suspension of these cells was diluted with distilled water,
most of the cells burst due to osmotic shock. Figures 1(b)
and 1(c) show fluorescence images of cells before and after
bursting. Since the fluorescent dye DAPI stains not only
DNA but also cell membranes, whole KOD1 cells were vi-
sualized as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the burst cell, in Fig. 1(c),
a snowman-like object was observed. It seemed to consist of
a wreck of cell membrane (faint fluorescent object of
,1 mm in diameter) and a released genome DNA molecule
(brighter fluorescent object of ,2 mm in diameter). To con-
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FIG. 1. (a) A SEM image of a KOD1 cell. (b) A fluorescence image of a
KOD1 cell in ASW-YT medium visualized by DAPI. (c) A typical image of
a burst KOD1 cell in dilute ASW-YT medium, where an empty cell mem-
brane (lower right, faint smaller object) and the released genome DNA
(upper left, bright bigger object) are visualized by DAPI.
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firm this, a double-staining experiment was carried out. As
an additional fluorescent dye, nile red (Invitrogen), which is
a red fluorescent dye that is selective for neutral lipids, was
added to 0.2 mM. Thus, DAPI stains DNA and cell mem-
branes while nile red stains only lipids, i.e., cell membranes.
Each fluorescence was observed by switching between emis-
sion filters.
Figure 2 shows images of a double-stained burst cell
dragged by optical tweezers in diluted ASW-YT. When the
laser focus approached the burst cell, the faint fluorescent
part was attracted and immediately trapped. In the DAPI
image in Fig. 2(a), the smaller fluorescent object is trapped
and the connected larger object is trailing. On the other hand,
in the nile red image in Fig. 2(b), the trapped smaller object
is seen while the larger fluorescent object is invisible. These
results suggest that the snowman-like object [Fig. 1(c)] is a
cell membrane-bound released DNA. Since lipid molecules,
which are major components of the cell membrane, have
large permittivity11 and the trapping force of optical tweezers
is due to the greater permittivity of the object compared to
that of the surrounding solvent, the cell membrane can be
trapped optically. When the cell membrane part was trapped,
it seemed to shrink at the laser focus and the fluorescence
intensity became brighter [compare Figs. 1(b) and 2(a)]. This
phenomenon is due to the high permittivity of the cell mem-
brane and the potential profile of the laser around the focused
region,12,13 i.e., the cell membrane did not shrink but rather
was deformed into a cylinder and aligned along the optical
axis. Meanwhile, the released DNA part (larger fluorescent
object) could not be trapped optically with an input as high
as 1800 mW. This difficulty in trapping the released DNA
condensate might be due to its low packing density. In some
previous studies, DNAs that were tightly packed by condens-
ing reagents could be trapped optically.14,15 In one of these
papers, DNA of 166 kb was highly packed in a particle on
the order of submicrometer.14 On the other hand in our ex-
periments, the released genome DNA exhibits somewhat
swollen state. The successful transportation of the genome
DNA in the present experiment is owing to the survival of
the dense part in a giant genome DNA through the complex
formation with the wreck of the cell membrane. This locally
dense part may have some concern with specific regions on
the genome, such as the replication origin, being attached
rather tightly to the membrane in a living cell. To examine
such possibility in connection with the genetic activity may
be an important issue for future research.
As shown in Fig. 3, we carried out transportation of
folded genome DNA into a high salt concentration to unwind
the DNA. For this purpose, we constructed a chamber that
consisted of cover slips and spacers (Fig. 3, top), as in a
previous study by our group.7 The folded DNA was trans-
ported precisely by a combination of optical tweezers and an
auto-stage. Before the burst cell was moved to the high-salt
region, the burst cell was dragged in dilute ASW-YT me-
dium. The burst cell was trapped tightly at the cell membrane
and could be moved as fast as 200 mm/s with a laser input
of 1800 mW. During dragging, the folded part of the DNA
maintained a spherical conformation and unfolding did not
occur. Assuming that the dragged genome DNA is a hard
sphere of 2 mm in diameter and the viscosity of the solution
is 1310−3 Ns/m2, the sphere feels ,4 pN when it is
dragged at 200 mm/s. This force s4 pNd should be high
enough to straighten DNA molecules in a random coil state,
but is insufficient for stretching out DNA.16,17 Thus, this sta-
bility of the complex of DNA and histone-like proteins
seems to be comparable to that of individual chromatin
fibers.18–20 We then conducted transporting experiments from
dilute ASW-YT to 1.0 M NaCl solution. First, in the dilute
ASW-YT region, one of the burst cells was trapped and
transported toward the high-salt region at 10 mm/s [Fig.
3(a)]. As the trapped cell began to enter the intermediate
region, the folded DNA part started to swell and the dissoci-
ated part of the DNA was pulled out from the ball by the
force of dragging [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. As transporting con-
tinued, the distance between the trapping point and major
folded part increased, since the DNA and histone-like pro-
teins continued to dissociate. In addition, the large ball also
began to show a trailing unfolded DNA [Fig. 3(c)]. The drag-
ging force applied to the folded DNA was the driving force
for pulling out and straightening the tethered part of DNA.
The force acting at the connection between the tethered and
ball parts during dragging at 10 mm/s can be estimated to be
FIG. 2. (Color) Fluorescence images of a double-stained burst cell. (a) Im-
age of a burst cell visualized by DAPI. (b) The same burst cell visualized by
nile red. Arrows show the point trapped by optical tweezers.
FIG. 3. (Color) Top: Schematic cross-sectional view of the experimental
setup. In the dilute ASW-YT region, most of the cells are burst. The single
genome DNA is trapped and transported to a higher salt region through an
intermediate region by optical tweezers. The thickness of the solution was
,200 mm. Bottom: Unfolding of a single KOD1 genome DNA. The folded
DNA is transported into 1.0 M NaCl solution (right side) from the dilute
ASW-YT (left side) through the intermediate region. White arrows indicate
trapping points.
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sub-pico N and the tethered part is not stretched out. This
strength is quite small compared to the force needed to dis-
sociate histones from DNA in low concentration solutions of
NaCl less than 150 mM.18–20 Therefore, in our experiments,
the irreversible dissociation of proteins, i.e., unfolding, was
caused not by the dragging force but by the decrease in trans-
lational entropy gain due to the release of small counter
ions.21 During the unfolding process, a partially folded con-
formation (the coexistence of a folded part and a random coil
part in a single molecule) was observed [see Fig. 3(d)].
When the trapped genome DNA was moved completely into
the high-salt region, the whole DNA became a random coil.
In Fig. 3(e), the dragged DNA looks like a comet and the
trailing end is outside of the observation area. In our experi-
ments, the observation area on the monitor was at most
,100 mm380 mm. In Fig. 3(e), the trailing part is very
faint, since that part is in the random coil state and is affected
by photo-bleaching. In other operations, when trapped ge-
nome DNA was transported to 0.5 M NaCl solution from
dilute ASW-YT, the genome DNA also unfolded. We also
carried out experiments in which burst cells were moved
from dilute ASW-YT to low-salt conditions s0.1 M NaCld.
As expected, a significant conformational change did not oc-
cur and the DNA maintained the same conformation as in
dilute ASW-YT, a similar conformation shown in Fig. 3(a).
Next, we arranged three different solutions on a glass
plate and carried out trial experiments on the on-site manipu-
lation of a single whole-genome DNA. Figure 4 (center)
shows a schematic drawing of the experimental field and the
trajectory of a transported cell. First, a nonburst cell was
trapped in the region in which cells were suspended. The
trapped cell was then transported toward the bursting region,
i.e., the distilled-water region (dissolved DAPI and 2-ME).
Due to osmotic shock, the cell burst and the genome DNA
rushed out from the cell [Fig. 4(b)]. DAPI immediately
bound to the DNA and the fluorescence intensity became
high. The burst cell was then transported to the unfolding
region, i.e., high-salt region, and the genome DNA started to
unfold. As shown in Fig. 4(c), dissociated DNA is pulled
from the trailing ball part by dragging. Finally, when the
genome DNA completely enters the high-salt region, it
comes to be completely unfolded, as in Fig. 3(e).
In this study, we demonstrated that single whole-genome
DNA could be recovered intact from a cell suspension under
a microscope. In addition, the whole-genome DNA was ma-
nipulated using optical tweezers and its higher order struc-
ture could be changed by controlling the field conditions.
The promising methodology demonstrated here may make it
possible to recover an intact single whole-genome DNA
from a cell and carry out further sequential investigations
under a microscope. It is also expected that the long-standing
dispute on the structure–activity relationship of genomic
DNA, or chromatin, is clarified with the application of the
present experimental methodology. Although it has been well
known that the tightly packed region in chromatin, hetero-
chromatin, is genetically silent and loosely packed, or par-
tially unfolded, region, euchromatin, is active, the detailed
mechanism to control the manner of DNA packing in relation
to the genetic activity has not been unveiled yet.22
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FIG. 4. (Color) Center: Schematic top view of the experimental field for the
on-site manipulation of a single cell. Three different solutions (cell suspen-
sion, distilled water, 0.5 M NaCl) are encountered and the trapped cell is
exposed to each condition in turn. The arrow indicates the trajectory of the
transported cell. (a) A KOD1 cell in the suspension before bursting. (b) The
cell just after bursting by being transported into the distilled-water region.
(c) Transported DNA toward 0.5 M NaCl solution. The white arrow indi-
cates the trapping point.
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